ITHAKA S+R LOCAL FACULTY SURVEY

UCSC, April 7-18, 2014
1,065 teaching faculty and emeriti were surveyed over two weeks
299 completed the survey: 28% completion rate
We ran five out of nine modules to limit time commitment (15 minutes)
We collected limited demographics: title, division, researcher vs. teacher
Respondents well represented the diversity of the campus
Local faculty attitudes are similar to those of faculty in Carnegie R1 research intensive universities. Example: the role of the library. How important is it to you that your library provides each of the following functions or services? (mean—six point scale)

- Gateway
- Resources
- Preservation
- Teaching
- Research
- Info Lit

Graph showing comparison between UCSC and Ithaka.
However, how local faculty attitudes do vary by division

Example: the role of the library (mean)